The Design for Social Innovation (DSI) is a
graduate-level course with a maximum 30
students. It is intended to have students
from a variety of backgrounds and any of
the schools within Harvard. The course is
project based and will involve working in
teams and as individuals.
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The overall goal of this course is to explore
how aspects of the two fields can be combined to benefit both research and the
solving of problems dealing with the health
and wellbeing of the population. While
students will choose to emphasize either
research or solving a problem, almost all of
their activities and will overlap and be done
together.

The Harvard University Dining Services
(HUDS) in collaboration with the Harvard
Sustainability Office seeks motivate
students to adopt the new Standards and
educate them on how to best make stainable and healthful food choices at Harvard
and beyond.

Deliver sustainable, healthy meals to students at Harvard

Event support and
healthy food
standards

Cultural shift towards sustainability

HOW?

Offerings

WHAT?

Valuable student care through personal interactions
Staff trained on the healthy and sustainable standards
Safe, welcoming environment (homey
Research-informed menus
Evidenced-based behavioral change techniques (e.g. nudges. color-coded food items)

WHO?

Harvard Undergraduate
Students (2nd - 4th year)

AMBITION

HDS
STAFF

HSO + HDS

Hone skills related to
healthy food management

Courses on
healthy standards

Users
Dining Hall
Kitchen Staff

Support for
engaging student
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Financial
safety

Familiar & diverse
food options
Need guidance for
healthier choices

PEOPLE

Comfort /
Nostalgia

Easy food
access 24x7

Staff support
Safe and welcoming environment
Research-informed menus
Evidenced-based behavioral change techniques
Networking opportunities

EXIT

EXTEND

Staff greeter

Staff serving

Cashier

HDS Staff &
Peers

Website,
papers,
posters, signs

Swiping cards,
food displays,
chefs and staff
with uniforms.

Digital screens
with educational
content, trays
Games & prizes

Tray returns

multiple social
events

Dinning hall with
music, short
lines, food
smell, no calorie
counts

EMOTIONAL

SOCIAL

COGNITIVE

Interaction with
other students

PEOPLE

Student groups
OBJECTS

Improve students’
wellness

Operations

Data generation and management through collaboration with Harvard
Sustainability Office (HSO) & Food researchers
Training staff
Health and Sustainability Standards adopted by Vendors
Quality products

Cultural shift
towards
sustainability.

HOUSE
TUTORS

Strategy

ENGAGE

HDS Staff &
Peers

ENTER

ENVIRONM.

MESSAGES

SERVICES

group events at
the dining hall

Healthiest
foods
presented first

Student
campaign:
“Why Eat
Sustainable”

Food names,
guiding
signage

Nutritional
facts, food
names (signs)

Cooking classes

Special
preparations
for allergies
Dining hours
end at 7:15

Serving,
cleaning

Cooking classes
for social
experiences

CULTURAL

PHYSICAL

Greeters give
out ‘care bags’
during exam
times

Promoters help
student groups
design events
at dining hall

guida

Signs and
digital displays

OBJECTS

Care bags

HDS Staff
& Peers

ENVIRONM.

Text messages,
surveys through
social media
and emails
Donating
services

Group game
area to ‘slow
students down’

Yale vs
Harvard Food
sustainability
competition

Student
campaign,
MESSAGES
‘Why Eat
Sustainably?’

Relate nutrition
messages via
Pop culture

Signs
displaying
nutritional facts

Feedback from
students

Cooking classes for social
experiences (networking)

Positive
affirmations
for students
(‘you are more
than enough’)

Yale vs Harvard
Food sust.
competition
Behavioral economics classes
to become Plant-forward
Healthy cooking
classes

SERVICES

Large signs w/
student faces
& food quotes

Food
suppliers
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Color-coded
foods for
specific dietary
needs
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What are the organization’s required capabilities?
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WHY?

Points of contact: Crista Martin, & David
Havelick
Website: https://green.harvard.edu/
While the descriptive whole view analysis is
represented by the colors of the
organization, the ideas worth exploring are
represented in orange.

ENTICE

ing

Gamification of
sustainability
efforts.

XXXXXXXXX

ills

Leap

Why does each player want to participate?

sk

Jump

How might users experience the system of offerings?

ter

Step

What system of offerings will enable users’ experiences?

ca

With Harvard's mission in mind, the Harvard
Sustainability Office operate under the logic
that universities have an "accountability to
the future." The Office intends to transform
the University into a healthy, thriving, sustainable community that contributes positive
social, economic, and environmental benefits. Particularly, Harvard seeks to achieve
this goal through its commitment to a just
food system that enhances well-being and
contributes to the long-term health of the
plant. This goal is operationalized through
the Sustainable and Healthful Food Standards released in 2019.
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While public health has made tremendous
improvements in countless lives, many of
the most perplexing health problems remain
unsolved. Often these seemingly intractable
problems are caused by behavior driven by
culture, emotion and other factors that are
difficult to measure. Design can provide a
complementary approach to the science of
public health. Its tools provide a way to
grasp the immeasurable, to understand
apparently inscrutable behavior and to
reframe difficult problems to come to
surprising solutions.
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A Whole View Analysis

About the course

How does this make us different?
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How much change is expected?

ORGANIZATION
KNOW-HOW

Design for Social Innovation

Researchers

Map and
identify
patterns in
students
eating habits

Motivate
students to
make sust.&
healthy
choices

Situate
research
implications in
Harvard
context

Communicate
the value of
sust.& healthy
habits to diff.
audiences

Influence
change in
eating habits

Incorporate
evidence-based
food research

Ability to
create and
adapt sust.&
healthy menu
options

Offer
sustainable,
good quality
healthy food

Train &
motivate staff
to learn about
sust.& healthy
menus

Select and
work with
reliable sust.&
healthy food
vendors
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Whole View is a set of frameworks that help
innovation teams explore a wider set of forces
and their potential effect on the organization
than is normally possible. It can be used in
hours and days instead of the norm of several
months.

It visualizes ideas, making them less
abstract and easier to understand than
when represented in words alone. It helps
describe an organization’s current state or
prescribe potential futures.

Three Levels of Innovation helps clarify the
degree of change and type of risk. Innovation
projects are often conducted as if they are the same
level of ambiguity, ambition and scale/ This is a
mistake. Step change innovation makes continuous
improvements to current successes. The strategy,
operations, offerings and users are well known,

and the ambition is within reach. Leap change, and
many jump change on the other hand, have many
unknowns but are very ambitious.
Leap changes are more likely to fail but can catalyze
growth and profit. Step change are likely to succeed
and provide a stable growth usually tied to industry
norms.

The Strategy Pyramid helps align business intent,
operations, offerings, and user
needs and aspirations. Organizations have habits
and systems that evolved to fit their customers,
partners, and markets. Occasionally they are
challenged when competitors adopt a new
business model, deploy a disruptive technology, or

make a significant improvement in their offering.
Responses to this competition often directly matches
the cause: a new business model begets a new
business model, an improved offering leads to a new
offering. This direct response approach often fails
because it ignores that different ways of working are
high integrated.

User Terrains define people in the context of their
aspirations and needs. Organizational market
research commonly categorizes people by
demographic group and a propensity to their
product. This often leads to myopic images of
users. Terrains are a way of understanding what
really motivates people.

Organization Territories are the areas of business
a company decides to enter in response to user
terrains. Thinking of offerings as fitting into areas of
business that support user terrains will expand ideas
for offerings and unveil competitors that are in
different sectors but focus on the same terrains.

POEMS reminds organizations to think of offerings
as systems, considering People, Objects,
Environments, Messages, and Services.
The Five Stages of Experience describes the
journey that users construct while using the
offerings. By combining them, organizations can

consider the life cycle of their user’s experiences
(how people are enticed, how they enter, how they
engage, how they exit, and how they extend their
experiences), and propose different offerings
accordingly.

Modes of Experience describe the different types
of experiences users can have.
This is a useful framework to describe how users
might experience the organization’s offerings. It
includes five modes: physical, cognitive, social,
cultural and emotional.

Value Webs show the exchange of various types
of value among key stakeholders.
Supply chains and ecosystems can become
complicated, It is useful to see where values are
being exchanged. Arrows indicate offerings,
money and other types of value.

Activity Maps show how the core and supporting
capabilities needed to create the offerings.
Mapping core capabilities helps to manage
change. It is based on Michael Porter’s work on
Activity Systems.

Promote
cultural shifts
towards
sust.& healthy
eating habits

Deliver sust.&
healthy meals
to students at
Harvard

